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For a partially observed control problem we prove the existence of an optimal control. Purely 
probabilistic means as Skorokhod imbedding and convergence are used to derive the result. 
pGG~ 
Skorokhod rmbeddmg and convergence 
0. Introduction 
The problem of existence of partially observable controls for a stochztic control 
problem is considered. Related works are [2] and [5]. Here WE’ use an approach, 
which in the completely observable case proved to be successful, to derive an 
existence result [7]. 
The dynamics of the control problem are a double martingale with drift as 
considered in [3], where existence results for the completely observable problem 
and optimality criteria were derived. 
We use the Skorokhod imbedding and convergence to approximate a (weak) 
solution of the optimal trajectory, and construct an optimal control for a partially 
observable double martingale problem with drift. Consequently, the methods are 
similar to those of [7]. As we are csnsidering weak solutions of the dynamics, we 
could not treat the case of a general double martingale, but we had to restrict the 
model to the case, where the discontinuous part is a (standard) Poisson process. 
For general double martingales, or, for semimartingales, in general it is not clear, 
how to define, what a weak solution is. 
The description of the model and the derivation of properties of the optimal 
trajectory is very rigorous using a result of [9]. Consequently, the properties 
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demanded to be fulfilled for the control problem are unnecessarily, strong, but in 
this way we try to avoid repeating computations which easily carry over from [7]. 
1. Formulation of the problem 
As usual, a stochastic control problem consists of a set of stochastic processes 
dY” depending on a set of admissible controls u E %. The aim of the controller is 
to minimize a given cost criterion depending on X” and u, where in the general 
theory X” usually is a solution of a stochastic differential equation, in which 11 is 
explicitly involved. 
(a) We are going to work on the space D;O,T@) (&-l(l@)) as the sample 
space of our processes. This space is the set of all right-continuous left-limited 
(‘cadlag’) (‘ladcag’), @-valued functions on the time interval [0, T] endowed with 
the Jr -Skorokhod-topology. This is a metric topology, whose metric will be denoted 
by d, and its restriction to D[~,Jl@) by d’ for t G T. From the context, it will be 
clear whether d’ is the metric on D[o,r~(Rdj or on Dto,r~([Wd). With this metric 
D[O,,r+Rd) (&-](Rd)) is a complete, separable space (for details see [l]). Further- 
more, suppose we are given the usual filtering c-algebras 9: (9:) on D[O,T~(Rd) 
(Din,Tl(!Rd)), and write .a’, = 9’ (&- = 9’j. An ess en ra property of these spaces t’ 1 
used in the following is the fact that tightness and relative compactness of sets of 
distributions on (D [o,Tj(Rd), 9) are equivalent [l]. 
(b) Define th e ( continuous and measurable) coordinate mapping 
ndq: (o[O.7-](@?, @>-+ (#OJ,(~“), g’), d -& 
It respects the above defined filterings. This mapping gives us that part of the 
dynamics of the control problem which is observable. Instead of *rrdq we could have 
taken any continuous and measurable mapping that respects the filterings on the 
above spaces. However: this case seems to be the most interesting one, so we shall 
only discuss ?rdq. 
Controls under consideration are mappings 
u:[O, T]xD~*,J$R4)-+ UCR” 
where U is a closed subset of 08”. The controls are assumed to be measurable in 
I such that 
4’9 X)&o,r]iRm)* 
The consistency conditon - as given in, e.g., [3] - for these contrjols takes the 
following form: if x, X’E .D[0,T~(@9), and xs = xl for s s t, then u(s, x> = u(s, x’) for 
s s t. To ensure this consistency we make the following assumption: 
(Ul) 
For any t E [0, T] u satisfies a Lipschitz-condition 
nf(~~(~,x),u(‘,x’))61’~~‘(x,#~) 
where ?;, Y’ E D/O,T~ (IR’), and i 
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Note that by (UI) controls are &(iR’)-adapted and 93[0, T]@9y(Rq)- 
measuralble, where, for a Euclidean space I?‘, 93(E) is the Bore1 g-algebra on E; 
%[O, T] is the restriction of 3(R) on [O, T]. 
(c) We are given functions ~1, 502, and 403 the properties of which are listed in 
(iv) belolw and a positive real number So with 80 very small compared to T/2. Now 
assume t.hat for 
u: [0, T] xD[~,~,([W~) + U 
there exist: 
(i) a probability space with a complete, right-continuous filtering (a,%, St, P), 
(ii) an Z-dimensional standard Brownian motion m!, 
(iii) a l-dimensional 9+martingale qt associated with a standard Poisson process 
pr, qt = P’r - t, 
(iv) a cadlag St-adapted process y,, such that 
J 
t yt = ql(s, y,-, u(s, mq(y-N ds C:=4’;Wl 
0 
J 
t + ds, Y,-) dm (:=q%Y(t)) o (1) 
J 
t 
+ <p3(s, ys-) da, (:= 43” (t)) 
0 
yo = 0, 
P-as., where 4p1 is an II?-valued function, (p2 is a (d x /)-matrix-valued function, 
and 43 is an R-valued function, all defined on [0, T] x D~O,~~(Rd) x U and 
(9 093 (U))-, respectively %measurable, where 9 is the predictable sub-a-field 
of %[O, T]@&. Furthermore, vi, i = 1,2,3, are assumed to be continuous in their 
second and third argument,, and to satisfy appropriate integrability assumptions 
such that the integralls in (1) exist (for details see, e.g., [6]). y- denotes the process 
y-(s) = y (s-). Then u will ble called admissible if furthermore: 
(v) (a) E(lu(s, nh,(Y-))I23 5 K 
(P) Hlu(t1, ciq(Y-1) - ‘N9 ~dqod)14~ 6 Ql - f?12, 
Hluk mq(y-F-a29 mq(y--))I‘%Jgh -t212 
for al% 0 s tl s t s t2 s T, 
(y) for a given a0 > 0, let 
filth mq (Y-N - N2, nfq(Y-))12) s Klh -- f212 
for tl, t2 E [0, So] and for tl, t2 E [T - So, T], for some constant K. 
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(vi) there exist real-valued functions hi(s), i = 1,2,3, with 
such that 
(A2) tr (P2b, Ys-)4s (s, ys-) s b2(d, 
(A3) Iso3(& Ys-)I s b3M 
P-a.s. 
The set of admissible controls will be denoted by %, and yr will be called a (weak) 
solution of (1) with respect to u. We assume furthermore that the solution (lj is 
weakly unique. Without going into the details we want to mention that (weak) 
existence and uniqueness can be enforced by boundedness assumptions on rpl and 
Lipschitz-conditions on p2 and p3. The easiest case, of course, is the one when cpl 
is such that it only influences the continuous martingale part of (l), so that the 
existence and uniqueness results (and the methods to derive them) from [ir5] apply 
to this situation. If cpl splits into a sum of ~7 and rpy such that &’ and 507 influence 
the continuous and the purely discontinuous part of (1) conditions are easily derived 
to apply similar methods of [15, Section 4.4.71 to enforce uniqueness and existence 
of the solution of (1). These conditions are boundedness conditions, so that they 
are automatically fulfilled by the control u* constructed below. 
(d) For technical simplicity the cost criterion is given by a positive, bounded, 
continuous function g,: 
The aim of the controller is to minimize 
where yT is a solution of (1) with respect o u. 
emark 1.1. (a) The computatSons below, as well as the above model, may be 
generalized by taking an arbitrary continuous mapping rr, respecting the filterings, 
instead of v&. 
(b) The assumptions on the integrands in (vi) (Al), (.A2), (A3) might appear 
unnecessarily strong. As we do not go into the details of Kushner’s work here but 
use a result of Lebedev instead to avoid discussions which easily carry over from 
[7] to our work, we leave it to the reader to weaken the assumptions (Al), (A2), 
(A3), e.g., along the concept cl Kushner’s work. Note here that a representation 
result for functionals of the Wiener process used in [7] also holds for functionals 
oisson process (cf. [3]). 
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(c) The assumptions on u in (v) above may be weakened. See Remark 2.2. 
(d) Only minor technical difficulties arise if we let q2 ana p3 depend on the 
control. The reader will easily generalize the computations below to this case. 
(e) The cost criterion could be given in the following form: 
T 
J(Y, uj=E &, ys-, 14 b, rd&-))) ds + g&T) 
I 
under appropriate assumptions of integrability and measurability for c. 
An admissible control u E % and the corresponding solution of (1) induce a 
measurable mapping 
4:: 0 +&,(IWrn) 
defined by 4:(w)(t) = u(t, r&y-(w ))). 44” is s-measurable and respects the filter- 
ings if considered as a stochastic process. 
2. Existence of optimal strategies 
Skorokhod’s theorem [IQ] relates the convergence in distribution of a sequence 
of random variables with the almost sure convergence of a different sequence of 
random variables, which are all defined on the same probability space, but such 
that the distributions of the corresponding elements of the two sequences are equal. 
This powerful tool to enforce a.s. convergence will be used to derive an existence 
result for the control problem described in Section 1. 
Suppose we are given a minimizing sequence ill,,, y ‘I ) such1 that 
J(u,) = E(g,(yg))iJ* = inf{J(u): u E %}. 
Lemma 2.1. (i) Under assumptions (Al), (A2), (A3) the sets of distributions of 
14 31 : n E N}, i = 
(ii) 
1,2,3 are relatively compact on D;O,T](lRd). 
Under assumption (v) the set of distributions of {4zn : n E IV} is relatively 
compact. 
Proof. The assertions follow from [91] and [8]. 
emark. 2.2. The assumptions on II in (v) can be weakened in several aspects. 
Any set of assumptions which makes the set {@:*I : n E N} relatively compact would 
be sufficientY for instance the set of prolperties given in [8, Theorem 2.4.‘. ; 1, 
Theorem 15.31. An exhaustive discussion, of such problems can be found in [13] 
and[l4]for u(qjED p+,l([Wm). i-Iowever, as it will be easier to verify integrability 
properties for the optimal control constructed below, we here assume the stronger 
properties (v). 
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Corollary 2.3. Let P,, denote the distribution of &’ = (47, &, &, 4:) (with 4yn = 
&,i= I, 2,3,4). Then und4.r the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 the family of the 
distributions P,, is tight. This gives us the existence of a distribution PQ3, such that 
every subsequence of Pn contains a further subsequence, also denoted by P,,, such 
that P+, converges weakly to Pa. 
Proof. (1) Let PI1 -be a probability measure on a complete, separable metric space 
D induced by a random process X” whose paths are in D. The tightness condition 
may be written as 
P,(X”EK,)Sl-& for all n, K, a compact. (2) 
Suppose now that D = D1 x D2, X” = (X;,Xz), where the paths of Xl are in 
Di, i = 1,2. Then (2) is implied by 
Pn,i(X:’ ~K,,;)al-& for all n, i = 1,2. 
This means that the tightness condition for Pn,l, Pn,2 implies the tightness condition 
for P,. 
(2) Recall that on a complete, separable, metric space tightness and relative 
compactness coincide, so that Lemma 2.1 implies the tightness of the sets of 
distributions of (4: 1 n E N) on the appropriate spaces. By (1) we find that the 
distributions of 
are tight (or relatively compact) on D, and the final assertion is implied by the 
relative compactness of Pn. 
Corollary 2.4. Under the assumptions of Lemma 2.1 and Corollary 2.3 there is an 
a.e.-convergent sequence of random variables 4”’ with limit &“, al! defined on the 
same probability space (fly 9, P), such that the distributions of these random variables 
coincide with the distributions of 4” :== (&‘, Q!$, c$;, 4:) both with values in 
Proof. The assertion is implied by Skorokhod’s imbedding theorem [ 10, p. IO] and 
Corollary 2.3. 
Therefore, from now on we assume there is a sequence of random varia.bles 
4 ‘n = (&, &, &, &) all defined on the same probability space (fi, 9, $, J?) such 
that the distributions of 4” and 4” coincide: 
-($EA)=P(#VEA) and &“+&” P-a.e. 
e almost everywhere limit of Jfl, namely 
dx = (& Jy, Jc;o,J?) on ( 
(3) 
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corresponds to a limit distribution denoted by & and by to] to a solution of 
(4) 
where 6” is a standard Wiener process Ion (fi, &, P) and 4 is the martingale associated 
with a standard Poisson process on (fi, &, p). The integrands fulfill the boundedness 
assumptions listed in (vi) above. 
Consequently, to derive an existence result for the control problem of Section 
1, it remains to prove that 4” 4 corresponds to some admissible control, i.e., we 
have to define a 
t?: [s, Tf x D;O,T] (R4) + u (5) 
with Jm(o)(t) = ts”(t, rdq(j?(G))), and to prove that 
(a) u* is a control and fulfills (Ul), 
(b) the integrand cp1 in (2) has a represen’tation with respect o us, 
(c) Us fulfills the tightness conditions, and 
(d) u* minimizes the cost. 
This will give us the desired result as follows. 
Theorem 2.5. There is an optimal admissible control in %. 
Proof. First note, that by Skorokhod’s construction of &‘*, by the continuity of nnq, 
and by the continuity of the function 
defined for any u E % by 
n”(x)(t) = 46 XL 
we have 
Furthermore, it is easily seen from (3), and the continuity properties of the 
integrands in (I), that f,* may be considered as a solution of (1) with un replaced 
by G,, where 6, is associated with &if1 : 
* n 
yt = J 
f 
cpds, y’:-, ii,(s)) ds + J 
t 
0 
(~ q2(s, $-) d&y -t J (p3(s, 9F-J dq”, (7 6, (d = 4 6, mqcy’“_ )>. 
Here bc” is a standasd Wiener process an 4” is asskatd VA-I a standard 
process. 
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The complete story can be found in [7, Note on p. 3551. ‘The methods there 
easily carry over to the case considered here, so the reader is r!eferred to [7]. Note 
here that a representation for Wientx martingales as required in [7] similarly holds 
for martingal.es over a Wiener and a Poisson process [3]. 
(a) We are now in the position that we can define z.?. As all the 42 take their 
values in U, and U is closed by assumption, so does &‘. Now define 
as a mapping from [0, T] x &-](R') to li: 
This definition is unambiguous by the following proof which also gives us that 
(Wl) holds for u*. 
Let 
Qq(jF (47)) = x’. 
Then 
d’(u”( l , x), u”l l , x’)) = 
for sufficiently large n. As the above inequality holds for arbitrary E, we have 
d’(U”(‘, x), u”( 0, x’)) aw’(x, x’). 
So (Ul) is fulfilled, and (a) is proved for uoi). However, note that the above 
computations first only hold for such &, for which 6;” converges. As this is a set 
with p-measure one, it really does not effect the res-,5.!t itself. 
(b) Define 
4Y(S, 0 =(pl(S, y:-, Un(S, ndq$))j, n = 1,. . . , 00. 
As d-convergence implies &a.e. convergence of elements of D[o,T], so 
(j++~ h @&a.e. (A = Lebesgue measure). 
Consequently, the uniform integrability together with the convergence of 4” and 
(7) imply that 
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for all t, and by right continuity the equation holds for all t P-a.e. This proves the 
desired result required in (b). 
(c) Note that by (v) (a) {&} is uniformly integrable in L”(p). So the &a.,. 
cC.iRvergence of 6: may be regarded as a convergence of the fourth power of & 
in IL,‘@). Together with (6) this proves the moment conditions of (v) for u*. 
(d) The continuity of the cost functional g, together with (3) gives us 
This proves that u* = uoo is optimal. 
3. A tightness condition in L [&T~(Rm) and the co&s! problem with 
4 ’ Y ctTdq(Y-1) E LrPo.7-,(~m) 
Consider the space of p-integrable functions on [Q, a with values in IR”, 1 up < 
ob. With the usual norm n$, 
n W) = (JOT Ir(t dt)“‘, 
Lp = L~~,T]OIWm) is a separable, complete I;pxe. 
To derive some tightness condition for measures on 1;’ we follow the ideas of 
Billingsley’s prclof of tightness of probability measures on the space of continuous 
functions on [O.. T] with values in R” (I, Theorem 3.2). 
So we first need an Arzkla-Ascoli-type characterization of relatively compact 
sets in L[&?+rw”‘). 
From [ 11, Section IO,1 ; 12, Section 4.8.201 we find that characterization due to 
Frkchet and Kollmogorolv. 
Theorem 4.1. Ft7r 1 E L”, let k&l be the ‘modulus’ 
J 
S+n 
MG (Z)(s) = 1/21z Z(t) dt, a > 0. 
S-Cl 
A subset K of Lp is relatrkxly compact if 
(9 “P,,, n C(l) < 00, 
(ii) limalo suplE~ &(.k&l - 1) = 0. 
‘roof. The proof of this assertion is contained in [ 11, Section 10.11, where we 
took the notation from. 
Kngsley’s proof of Theorem 8.2 [I] we find the following tighl Tess 
condition for a set of probability measures on Lp. 
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Cor~:llal~y 4.2. A set of probability measures n on Lp is tight if 
(Q For each e > 0 there is a positive number n such that P(1: IZ $-(I) > n) s E for 
PEII. 
(ii) For each e > 0, p > 0, we find an a > 0 such that P(I: ~$(lkfa (2) - I) > p) s E 
forPElI,ki~a. 
NQW let n be a set of probability measures PA which are the distributions of a 
subset A of the set of random variables 
A:fbLP, 
1”,(A) = P(h E A), A a Bore1 set in Lp, 
where (0, 97, P) is a probability space, and Lp is endowed with the o-algebra 
induced by the rlpTtopology, which wi”1 be called the Borel-o-algebra on Lp. 
Corollary 4.3. ./i is tight (i.e., by definition if the PA are tight) if: 
(i) For each E > 0 there is a positive number n such that P(&(h) > n) 6 E for all 
A EA. 
(ii) For each e >O, p>O wefind an a >O, such that P(nc(M,-(A)-A)+))& 
for all A E A and each positive a’ s a, 
NOW apply the Markov inequality to find the following. 
Corollary 4.4. A is tight if there exists a constant K and a decreasing function e(a) 
such that 
E(a)JO for aS.0, 
and 
(i) E(&(A (0))) s K, 
(ii) W&(M~(A(o))--A(w)))<&(a), 
uniformly in A. 
Rem&k 4.5. (i) Let A,, : 92 + Lp. A,, + A P-ax., then A, + A AT @P-zxe., where AT is 
the Lebesgue measure on [0, 7’1. 
(ii) A +E(&(A)), A -+ E(n$(M, (A) -A)) alre continuous functionla.ls on Lp. 
Now repeat the formulation of the problem in Section 1. Let us now assume that 
u( ’ , x) E Lpo,?_!(W”). 
WV by Replace 1 
KU 
For any t E [O, T], u satisfies the Ldpschitz condition 
pI3U(‘,X), u(*,x’))~ 
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where x, x’ E DLO,TI(R’), and K G 1. Furthermore replace (v) by 
(v’) There exist a constant K and a dt creasing function E (a) such that 
&(a)&0 for aJO 
and (i) E(&(u( l , x))) s K, and (ii) E(n ?(Ma(u( 9, x)) - u( l , x))) s E (a) uniformly 
in u and x. 
Then the computations of Section 2 c My carry over. We, therefore, only state 
the final1 result. Let BP be the set of admissible controls in the sense defined above. 
Theorem 4.6. There exists an optimal control in %‘. 
4. Find remarks 
It might have been interesting to derive an existence result for a partially 
observable general semimartingale control problem. But for the semimartingale 
dX,=dM:+u,dM,+v,(d~,-dv,)+w,dCL: (8) 
where .K (a process), A4 (a locally continuous martingale), p (an integer valued 
random measure with dual predictable projection V) and p’ (a random measure) 
are given on a probability space (C&s, St, P), it is not at all obvious how to define 
a weak solution of such a stochastic differential equation. 
The situation is completely different for the problem of existence of weak solutions 
of (1). The Brownian motion and the Poisson process (measure) are - in a certain 
way - intrinsically defined in absence of a specified probability space. This makes 
it possible to use the notion of weak solution of an equation 
dM,=u,dt+v,dW,+,vdrlw,lsl}(dpr-dql)+wrP~~,,~>l~ dp, (9) 
where W is a Brownian motion and p is a Poisson-measure with predictable 
projection 4 (cf. [6, Section 141). 
A first step to a generalization of the notion of weak solution for (8) is given in 
[9]; we have adapted Lebedev’s definition here to simplify the exposition in the 
sense that we did not need to ‘repeat’ the arguments of Kushner [7] to derive (4). 
For details concerning these questions, see [7]. 
If we restrict the model to a purely continuous one some of the assumptions 
made for the discontinuous control problem simplify a lot: The assumptions (vi) 
(Al) and (A2) can easily be replaced by moment conditions on g1 and (;02 [l, 
Theorem 12.31, what allows us to treat a brclad class of control problems. 
I appreciate some helpful remarks of Rofessor F&l. Elli jtt on a preliminary 
version of this manuscript during his stay in Bonn in August 1979. 
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